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Model Number: 078345003192

CTI Pros Choice Extreme Clean Advanced 5.75 lbs or 92 oz - C2003 - 3050 3150E [078345003192]

Manufacturer: ProsChoice

CTI Pros Choice 078345003192 Extreme Clean Advanced 3050 5.75 lbs or 92 oz
Description
Pro's Choice Extreme Clean is the maximum concentrate ultimate cleaner for
extremely soiled carpets and will help you in extreme conditions.  It is designed for
use in Commercial Applications such as Restaurants, Apartments, etc. Where
extremely heavy soil is encountered to reduce your cleaning time. Extreme Clean is a
maximum strength high pH concentrate with all the additives, builders and solvents
you need for extreme greasy carpet. It is a dual purpose cleaner. You can use it as a
pre-spray or as an extraction emulsifier.   Extreme Clean is not recommended for use
on 5th generation stain resistant carpets.
Specifications
Appearance:                  White Powder
Odor:                             Light Mint Scent
PH:                                9.5
Solubility in water:         Yes
Amount:                         5.75 lbs or 92 oz
Directions
As a Pre-spray:  Use 2 oz. &ldquo;Extreme Clean&rdquo; per gallon of water and
dissolve completely.

For  injection sprayers such as Hydro-Force, dissolve 18 oz. of &ldquo;Extreme 
Clean&rdquo; into 1 gallon of water for concentrate solution.  And set  dilution to 1:8

As with any cleaning product, test on inconspicuous area before using.  Do not over
wet carpets.

COLOR VARIATIONS: may occur in this product due to environmental conditions but
will not affect  product performance.
Safety Cautions
Keep out of reach of children
Prior to using this or any cleaning product, make sure employees read and
understand the hazard information found on the product label and Material safety data
sheet. (MSDS). The label and MSDS will also provide information on handling
precautions, protective equipment and first aid instructions which might be
appropriate for this product.

MSDS
Current or past OEM Associations
UPC 078345003192
B00OPB4M5O
CC-ECJ-EA
CC-ECJ-CS
CC-EC44-EA
C2003
3050
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3150EC
CT3050C
3050C

Buy More $ave More

Jondon $42.36
Amazon $54.99 free shipping
Schapers Supply $43.99
Full Circle Chemical $42.35
Quest $42.50
https://www.vinylpro.com/cti-extreme-clean/  $35.65
-->

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Wednesday 04 August, 2004
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